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1. Preliminaries 

1.1 We note with 2B  the set {0,1} together with the discrete topology, the order 10 ≤  and the 
laws '' ⊕  the modulo 2 sum, respectively '' ⋅  the product. 

1.2 We note with the same symbols '' ⊕ , '' ⋅  respectively '' ⋅  the modulo 2 sum and the 
product of the binary functions, respectively the product of the binary functions with binary 
scalars. 

1.3 The convergence of the sequence NB ∈∈ nwn ,2  consists in the next property: 
    awNnNa n =≥∀∈∃∈∃ ,,,2 NB     (1) 
 If the (unique) limit a  is mentioned, then we have the usual notations awn →  or 
     awn

n
=

∞→
lim       (2) 

1.4 We note with || ⋅  the number of elements of a finite set. 

1.5 Let Iiwi ∈∈ ,2B  a binary family, or a function 2: B→Iw  

             Iiiww
not

i ∈= ),(       (1) 
Its support is by definition the set: 
         }1)(|{}1|{ ==== iwiwiwsupp i      (2) 

1.6 If the support of w  is finite, then we define the modulo 2 summation 

   




=Ξ
∈ numberevenaniswsupp

numberoddaniswsupp
wi

Ii ||,0
||,1

    (1) 
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where 0 , the number of elements of ∅ , is by definition an even number; if the support of w  
is infinite, then i

Ii
w

∈
Ξ  is the symbol of a generalized divergent series. 

1.7 The left and the right limits )0(),0( +ϕ−ϕ tt  and the left and the right derivatives 

)(),( tDtD ϕϕ +−  of the function 2: BR →ϕ , binary numbers ( t  fixed), or binary functions ( t  
variable) are defined like this: 
   }{),0()(),,'(,' ∞∨∈−ϕ=ξϕ∈ξ∀<∃ Rtttttt     (1) 
   R∨−∞∈+ϕ=ξϕ∈ξ∀>∃ }{),0()(),',(,' tttttt    (2) 

    R∈ϕ⊕−ϕ=ϕ− ttttD ),()0()(     (3) 

    R∈ϕ⊕+ϕ=ϕ+ ttttD ),()0()(     (4) 

1.8 Other notations for the left limit and the right limit functions of ϕ  are 2}{: BR →∞∨ϕ− , 

respectively 2}{: BR →∨−∞ϕ+ . We shall also note with +− ϕϕ ,  the restrictions of the 
previous functions to R . 

1.9 The conditions of existence of the left limit and of left derivability, respectively of 
existence of the right limit and of right derivability coincide. If they are fulfilled under the 
form: 

)0( −ϕ t  and )0( +ϕ t  exist 
then ϕ  is called differentiable in R∈t  and if ϕ  is differentiable in any t , then it is simply 
called differentiable, [3]. 

1.10 The space of the 2BR →  differentiable functions is noted with Diff  or )1(Diff  and it is 
a 2B -algebra (relative to the sum of the functions '' ⊕ , the product of the functions '' ⋅  and 
the product of the functions with scalars '' ⋅ ). 

1.11 We note with 2: BR →χ A  the characteristic function of the set R⊂A . 

1.12 Theorem (of representation of the 2BR →  differentiable functions) The next conditions 
are equivalent: 
 a) Diff∈ϕ  
 b) the families ZBR ∈∈∈ zbat zzz ,,, 2  exist so that 
  b.1) ...... 101 <<<< − ttt  
  b.2) }|{)",'(,",' ZR ∈∧∈∀ zttttt z  is finite 
  b.3) ))()(()( )1,(1}{ tbtat ztztzztz

z ++
∈

χ⋅⊕χ⋅Ξ=ϕ
Z

    (1) 

1.13 In the previous theorem, a real family }|{ Z∈ztz  that satisfies: 
 i) the condition b.1) is called strictly increasing 
 ii)the condition b.2) is called locally finite 

1.14 Being given Diff∈ϕ  like at 1.12, the families )(),(),( zzz bat  are not unique, as we can 
easily see. 

1.15 We show the way that the DiffDiff →  operators of taking the limit and the derivative 
act on the functions ϕ  from 1.12 (1): 
 )()0( ]1,(1 tbt ztztz

z ++
∈

χ⋅Ξ=−ϕ
Z

       (1) 
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 ))()(()()( )1,(1}{]1,(1 tbtatbtD ztztzztz
zztztz

z ++
∈++

∈

− χ⋅⊕χ⋅Ξ⊕χ⋅Ξ=ϕ
ZZ

  (2) 

  )()()()( }{}{ ttDtba ztz
zztzz

z
χ⋅ϕΞ=χ⋅⊕Ξ= −

∈∈ ZZ
 

and similarly for )(),0( tDt ϕ+ϕ + . 

1.16 Conclusions a) There exist left-right dualities that will not always be treated in full 
details. 
 b) The operators of taking the limit and of derivation are linear 
 c)     )0()0)0(( −ϕ=−−ϕ tt     (1) 
     )0()0)0(( +ϕ=+−ϕ tt     (2) 

      −−− = DDD      (3) 
      ++− = DDD      (4) 
 d) The sets ϕϕ +− DsuppDsupp ,  are locally finite. 

1.17 We refer to 1.12 and we show the way that the 2
2 BR →  differentiable functions are 

represented (are defined). The next statements are equivalent by definition: 
 a) )2(

2 Diff∈ϕ  (the 2B -algebra of the 2
2 BR →  differentiable functions) 

 b) the families ZBR ∈∈∈ wzdcbaut zwzwzwzwwz ,,,,,,, 2  exist so that 
 b.1) }|{},|{ ZZ ∈∈ wuzt wz  are strictly increasing 
 b.2) }|{},|{ ZZ ∈∈ wuzt wz  are locally finite 
 b.3) ⊕χ⋅χ⋅⊕χ⋅χ⋅ΞΞ=ϕ ++

∈∈
)()()()((),( )1,(}{1}{}{2 utbutaut wuwuztzwwuztzw

wz ZZ
 

  ))()()()( )1,()1,(11}{)1,(1 utdutc wuwuztztwzwuztztwz ++++++ χ⋅χ⋅⊕χ⋅χ⋅⊕  (1) 

2. The Space of the Test Functions 

2.1 Let 2: BR →ϕ  and the next conditions: 
 a) Diff∈ϕ  
 b) ϕ  has a right limit in ∞−  and a left limit in ∞  and these limits are null: 
    0)0()0( =−∞ϕ=+−∞ϕ      (1) 
 c) there exist the real numbers "' tt <  so that ]",'[ ttsupp ⊂ϕ  i.e. ϕ  vanishes outside a 
compact set 
 d) ϕ  is of the form 

...)()()()()()()()()( )2,1(2
21

}1{1)1,0(2
10

}0{0 ⊕χ⋅ϕ⊕χ⋅ϕ⊕χ⋅ϕ⊕χ⋅ϕ=ϕ ++ ttttttt tt
tt

ttt
tt

t  (2) 

     )()()()(... }1{1)1,(2
1 ttt ktkktkt

ktkt
+++

++ χ⋅ϕ⊕χ⋅ϕ⊕  

where NR ∈∈ kt ,  and 110 ... +<<< kttt  
 e) ϕsupp  belongs to the set ring S  (relative to ∧∆, ) generated by the sets of the 
form }{),,( 210 ttt  where R∈210 ,, ttt . 

2.2 If ϕ  fulfills one of the next equivalent conditions from 2.1: 
a) and b) ⇔  a) and c) ⇔  d) ⇔  e) 

then it is called test function, or fundamental function. 
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2.3 We note with D  the set of the test functions (also called the fundamental space), 
organized from an algebraical point of view as 2B -algebra. 

2.4 The next property 
    DD ∈ϕ⋅ψ⇒∈ϕ∈ψ ,Diff     (1) 
shows that D  is an ideal of Diff . 

2.5 We note for R∈τ  and 2: BR →h  arbitrary: 

         R∈τ−=τ tthth
def

),()(      (1) 

2.6 It is easily shown that D∈ϕ  implies D∈ϕϕϕ +−
τ ,, . Moreover, ],[ 10 +⊂ϕ kttsupp  

implies ],[ 10 τ+τ+⊂ϕ +τ kttsupp  and ],[, 10 +
+− ⊂ϕϕ kttsuppsupp . 

2.7 Let us consider the triple )),(,( ϕτψ n , where )(, nDiff τ∈ψ  is a real positive sequence 
converging to 0  and D∈ϕ . It defines the following sequences of test functions: 

)(),( nn τ−τ ϕ⋅ψϕ⋅ψ  that we shall call left convergent, respectively right convergent. 

3. Regular Distributions 

3.1 The 2B -algebra LocI , or )1(
LocI  of the locally integrable functions consists in the functions 

2: BR →f  with a locally finite support: 
fsupptttt ∧∈∀ )",'(,",' R  is finite 

 It is a subalgebra of Diff . 

3.2 The 2B -algebra ∞I  of the integrable functions consists in these functions 2: BR →g  
that have a finite support. 
 It is a subalgebra of LocI . 

3.3 Let ∞∈ Ig . We note by ∫
∞

∞−

g  the integral of g  defined in this way: 

     )(ξΞ=
∈ξ

∞

∞−
∫ gg

R
     (1) 

3.4 Let LocIf ∈  a locally integrable function. It defines the function 2:][ B→Df  in the 
following manner: 

          D∈ϕϕ⋅=ϕ ∫
∞

∞−

,)]([ ff      (1) 

3.5 Remark If ],[ 10 +⊂ϕ kttsupp  then 
   ∧⊂ϕ∧=ϕ⋅ fsuppsuppfsuppfsupp ],[ 10 +ktt    (1) 
is a finite set, thus the integral 3.4 (1) has sense. 

3.6 Let us suppose that ϕ  is given by the formula 2.1 (2), where 110 ,...,, +kttt  are chosen so 
that },...,,{],[ 11010 ++ ⊂∧ kk tttttfsupp  (this is always possible without the loss of the 
generality). Then: 
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  ...)()()()()()()()( }1{11}0{00 ⊕χ⋅ϕ⋅⊕χ⋅ϕ⋅=ϕ⋅ tttftttfttf tt   (1) 

       )()()(... }1{11 tttf ktkk +++ χ⋅ϕ⋅⊕  
where R∈t  and it takes place 
  )()(...)()()()()]([ 111100 ++ ϕ⋅⊕⊕ϕ⋅⊕ϕ⋅=ϕ kk ttfttfttff    (2) 

3.7 Theorem The function ][ f  satisfies: 
 a) it is linear 
 b) for any triple )),(,( ϕτψ n , where )(, nDiff τ∈ψ  is a real positive sequence that 
converges to 0  and D∈ϕ , the binary sequences ))](([)),](([ nn ff τ−τ ϕ⋅ψϕ⋅ψ  are 
convergent. 
Proof b) We suppose that ϕ  is given by the formula 2.1 (2) and 

},...,,{],[ 11010 ++ ⊂∧ kk tttttfsupp . Then },...,,{],[ 11010 ++ ⊂∧ψ⋅ kk tttttfsupp  also and 
there exists N∈N  such that for any Nn ≥  we have: 
 )0()()(...)0()()()]([ 111111 −ϕ⋅ψ⋅⊕⊕−ϕ⋅ψ⋅=ϕ⋅ψ +++τ kkkn tttftttff   (1) 

 )0()()(...)0()()()]([ 000 +ϕ⋅ψ⋅⊕⊕+ϕ⋅ψ⋅=ϕ⋅ψ τ− kkkn tttftttff   (2) 

3.8 A simple and important property of the function ][ f  is the following: for any }{, tt χ∈ R  
is a test function and 
    )()()()]([ }{}{ tfff tt =ξχ⋅ξΞ=χ

∈ξ R
    (1) 

3.9 Proposition Let LocIff ∈1, . If 
     )]([)]([, 1 ϕ=ϕ∈ϕ∀ ffD     (1) 
then f  and 1f  are equal. 
Proof Let us suppose that there exists R∈0t  with 
      )()( 010 tftf ≠     (2) 
 This fact implies, taking into account 3.8, that 
    )]([)()()]([ }0{1010}0{ tt ftftff χ=≠=χ    (3) 
which contradicts (1). 

3.10 We discuss the behavior of 2:][ B→Df , where LocIf ∈ , relative to translations and 
let R∈τ  an arbitrary number. Because LocIf ∈τ , it makes sense to speak about the function 

2:][ B→τ Df . 
 For any D∈ϕ  the next equations are true: 
 =τ+ξϕ⋅ξΞ=ξϕ⋅τ−ξΞ=ξϕ⋅ξΞ=ϕ

∈ξ∈ξ
τ

∈ξ
τ )'()'()()()()()]([

'
ffff

RRR
  (1) 

  )]([)'()'(
'

τ−τ−
∈ξ

ϕ=ξϕ⋅ξΞ= ff
R

 

3.11 We discuss the behavior of 2:][ B→Df  relative to the product with a differentiable 
function. We see that for any differentiable function Diff∈ψ  and any test function D∈ϕ : 
 - the function f⋅ψ  is locally integrable (i.e. LocI  is an ideal of Diff ) 
 - the function ϕ⋅ψ  is a test function (see 2.4) 
so that we can define 2:][ B→⋅ψ Df . It is true: 
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   )]([)()()]([ ϕ⋅ψ=ϕ⋅ψ⋅=ϕ⋅⋅ψ=ϕ⋅ψ ∫∫
∞

∞−

∞

∞−

ffff    (1) 

3.12 The value of the function ][ f  in the ’point… ϕ  is noted by tradition with ,],[ >ϕ< f  
>ϕ< )(),]([ ttf  (abusive notation !), or )],([ ϕf , respectively ))(),](([ ttf ϕ  instead of )]([ ϕf . 

3.13 The functions 2:][ B→Df , where LocIf ∈  that have been discussed in this paragraph 
are called regular distributions, or distributions of function type. It is said that ][ f  is the 
regular distribution defined by the function f , or that is associated to the locally integrable 
function f . 

4. Distributions 

4.1 It is called distribution a function 2: B→Df  that fulfills the following conditions: 
 a) it is linear 
 b) for any triple )),(,( ϕτψ n , where )(, nDiff τ∈ψ  is a real positive sequence that 
converges to 0  and D∈ϕ , the binary sequences ))(()),(( nn ff τ−τ ϕ⋅ψϕ⋅ψ  are convergent. 

4.2 By tradition, the value of a distribution f  in the ’point… ϕ  is noted with ,, >ϕ< f  
>ϕ< )(),( ttf  (abusive notation, because R∈t  cannot be the argument of f ), or ),( ϕf , 

))(),(( ttf ϕ  instead of )(ϕf . 

4.3 a) The definition 4.1 restates the properties of the regular distributions that were expressed 
in 3.7 and which were considered to be essential. 
 b) We have already a remarkable example of distributions, that is the regular 
distributions. 

4.4 The definition 4.1 leaves open the possibility that the following assertion: 
>ϕ>=<ϕ<∈ϕ∀∈∃ ],[,,, gfIg Loc D  

should be not true, thus f  may be not a regular distribution. In this situation, the distribution 
f  is said to be singular. 

4.3 The fact that some distributions may be identified with the locally integrable functions, 
existing however distributions that can be identified with no (locally integrable) function was 
the cause for which I.M. Gelfand and G.E. Shilow have called the distributions generalized 
functions. The two great mathematicians were working with real functions, but we shall show 
the existence of the generalized pseudo-boolean functions a little later. 

4.6 In order to interpret the conditions of convergence 4.1 b) let us suppose for the beginning 
that in )),(,( ϕτψ n , 
      1=ψ       (1) 
(the constant function). In this situation we get for 2: B→Df  the transposition of the 
condition of differentiability (see 1.9) of 2: BR →x  written under the form: 
 )1b  for any couple )),(( tnτ  in which )( nτ  is a real positive sequence that converges 
to 0 and R∈t  is a real number, the binary sequences ))(()),(( nn txtx τ+τ−  are convergent. 
 Thus, when Diff∈ψ  is arbitrary, 4.1 b) expresses under a sufficiently general form 
the idea that the distributions are ’differentiable…. 
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4.7 The problem that we put is if, continuing the previous idea, the way that 
)0()( −→τ− txtx n  we have also >ϕ⋅ψ>→<ϕ⋅ψ< −

τ ,, ff n  or >ϕ>→<ϕ< −
τ ,, ff n . 

We shall show that the answer is generally negative. 

4.8 We define the parity function 2: BN →π  by: 

    




=π
evenisn
oddisn

n
,0
,1

)(       (1) 

see again 1.6 for another definition of the same type. 

4.9 It is easily shown the next property of π : 
    N∈π⊕π=+π nmnmnm ,),()()(     (1) 

4.10 Proposition The function 2: B→Df  defined by: 
  )(..., },...,1{),()1,1( kpf kccpbpaba +π>=χ⊕χ⊕⊕χ<    (1) 

is a distribution, where N∈kp,  and where, by definition: 
    0...0 ),()1,1( =χ⊕⊕χ⇒= pbpabap  

    00 },...,1{ =χ⇒= kcck  
the null functions. 
Proof f  is obviously linear (see also 4.9) and on the other hand the binary sequences 

),(),,( >ϕ⋅ψ<>ϕ⋅ψ< τ−τ nn ff  become constant starting with a certain rank. 

4.11 Counterexample for 4.7 We take 
     )1,0(χ=ϕ       (1) 

     1
1
+

=τ nn       (2) 

      1=ψ        (3) 
and we have for f  like in 4.10 (1) 
     

)
1

11,
1

1(
+

+
+

τ χ=ϕ
nn

n      (4) 

     ]1,0(χ=ϕ−       (5) 

   >χ=<π=≠=π>=χ<
+

+
+

]1,0()
1

11,
1

1(
,)2(01)1(, ff

nn
  (6) 

where N∈n . 

4.12 Let the distribution 2: B→Df  and ,Diff∈ψ D∈ϕ . The condition 4.1 b) implies that 
the function 2: BR →g  defined in the next manner: 
    R∈>ϕ⋅ψ=< tftg t ,,)(      (1) 
is differentiable in the origin. Since ,ψ ϕ  are arbitrarily chosen, they can be replaced by their 
translations with τ , whence it follows that g  is differentiable in any τ . 

4.13 Theorem Let the distribution 2: B→Df . The next statements are true: 
 a) The function 2: BR →g  defined by 
    R∈>ϕ=< tftg t ,,)(       (1) 
is differentiable, where D∈ϕ . 
 b) The functions 20 :, BR →hF , 
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     >χ=< }{0 ,)( tftF      (2) 

    R∈>χ=< ++ tfth tttt ,,)( )1,0(     (3) 
are differentiable. 
 c) The functions 2:, BR →yx , 
    >χ=< ),0(,)( ttftx       (4) 

    R∈>χ=< tfty tt ,,)( )0,(      (5) 

are differentiable, R∈0t . 
Proof We show that the function x  given by (4) has a right limit in R∈1t , where 1t  is 
arbitrary. 
Case 1      01 tt <        (6) 
 For any real positive sequence N∈−∈τ nttn ),,0( 10  that converges to 0 , we have: 
   N∈>=<=>χ<=>χ< ∅τ+ nfff ntt ,00,,, )1,0(    (7) 

Case 2     01 tt ≥        (8) 
 We suppose against all reason that x  does not have a right limit in 1t , thus the next 
positive convergent to 0 sequences exist: )(),( nn ντ  with 
    af ntt →>χ< τ+ )1,0(,      (9) 

    1, )1,0( ⊕→>χ< ν+ af ntt      (10) 

where 2B∈a . We take the numbers '
1t  and '

0t  so that: 

     '
010

'
1 tttt <≤<      (11) 

and N∈N  exists giving for Nn >  that 
   ),(),(),( 10

'
001

'
1 nnn tttttt τ+=∧τ+τ+     (12) 

   ),(),(),( 10
'
001

'
1 nnn tttttt ν+=∧ν+ν+     (13) 

from where, taking into account that 4.1 b) implies the independence of the limit on 
)(),( nn ντ : 

  bff ntt
ntnttt

→>χ<=>χ⋅χ< τ+τ+τ+ )1,0()1,'
1()'

0,0(
,,    (14) 

  bff ntt
ntnttt

→>χ<=>χ⋅χ< ν+ν+ν+ )1,0()1,'
1()'

0,0(
,,    (15) 

2B∈b . The relations (14), (15) compared with (9), (10) give a contradiction and we have that 
x  has a right limit in 1t . 
 It is shown similarly that x  has a left limit in 1t  and the differentiability of y  too. 

4.14 Let the distributions 2:, B→Dgf . We define the function 2: B→⊕ Dgf  by: 
   >ϕ<⊕>ϕ<=>ϕ⊕<∈ϕ∀ ,,,, gfgfD     (1) 

4.15 Theorem The function gf ⊕  is a distribution. 
Proof The property of linearity of gf ⊕ , as well as the convergence of 

),(),,( >ϕ⋅ψ⊕<>ϕ⋅ψ⊕< τ−τ nn gfgf  when )(, nDiff τ∈ψ  is real positive convergent to 
0 and D∈ϕ  - are obvious. 

4.16 Remarks a) The theorem 4.15 justifies the notation >ϕ⊕< ,gf  for the value of the 
function gf ⊕  in the ’point… ϕ . 
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 b) In the special case of the regular distributions, for LocIgf ∈,  it is true: 
    ][][][ gfgf ⊕=⊕       (1) 

4.17 Let the distribution 2: B→Df  and the function Diff∈ψ . The property 3.11 of the 
regular distributions suggests the next definition: the function 2: B→⋅ψ Df  is given by: 
   D∈ϕ>ϕ⋅ψ<=>ϕ⋅ψ< ,,, ff      (1) 
The definition is correct, because for any ϕ , the function ϕ⋅ψ  is a test function. 

4.18 Theorem The function f⋅ψ  is a distribution. 
Proof The linearity, as well as the property of convergence are obvious. 

4.19 Remarks a) The previous theorem justifies the notation >ϕ⋅ψ< ,f  for the value of the 
function f⋅ψ  in the ’point… ϕ . 
 b) We have the special case at 4.17, when ψ  is the constant function, that is identified 
with a Boolean constant. 

4.20 We note with 'D  the space of the 2B→D  distributions that is from an algebraical 
point of view organized as 2B -linear space and Diff -module. 

4.21 Let the distribution 'D∈f  and R∈τ . The property 3.10 of the regular distributions 
suggests the next definition: the function :τf 2B→D  is given by: 
    D∈ϕ>ϕ<=>ϕ< τ−τ ,,, ff     (1) 
The definition is correct because for any τ−ϕ∈ϕ ,D  is a test function. 

4.22 Theorem τf  is a distribution. 
Proof We make use of the fact that 
    ')'( τ−τ−τ− ϕ⊕ϕ=ϕ⊕ϕ      (1) 
where R∈τ∈ϕϕ ,', D  etc. 

4.23 Remarks a) The previous theorem justifies the notation >ϕ< τ ,f  for the value of τf  in 
ϕ . 
 b) We have by the replacement of τ  with τ− : 
    D∈ϕ>ϕ<=>ϕ< ττ− ,,, ff     (1) 
 c) If '][ D∈f  is a regular distribution, then the next property is fulfilled: 
     ττ = ][][ ff       (2) 

5. Examples of Distributions 

5.1 The null function 2:0 B→D  is a distribution, the null element of the 2B -linear space, 
respectively of the Diff - module 'D . 

5.2 We define the function 2: BR →δ  in the next manner: 

    




≠
=

=χ=δ
0,0
0,1

)()( }0{ t
t

tt      (1) 

5.3 The next locally integrable functions define regular distributions: ,, 0tδδ  

210 :,... BR
Z

→δΞδ⊕⊕δ⊕δ
∈ ztznttt , where }|{ Z∈ztz  is a locally finite set: 
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    )0(],[ ϕ=>ϕδ<       (1) 
    )(],[ 00 tt ϕ=>ϕδ<       (2) 

  )(...)()(],...[ 1010 nnttt ttt ϕ⊕⊕ϕ⊕ϕ=>ϕδ⊕⊕δ⊕δ<    (3) 

    )(],[ z
zzt

z
tϕΞ=>ϕδΞ<

∈∈ ZZ
     (4) 

 In (1),䀆 ,(4), D∈ϕ . 

5.4 The function 20 : B→δ− Dt , 

    )0(, 00 −ϕ=>ϕδ< − tt       (1) 

where R∈0t  and D∈ϕ  - defines a singular distribution. 

Proof a) We show that −δ 0t  is a distribution. The linearity being obvious, let us consider the 

function Diff∈ψ , the real positive sequence )( nτ  that converges to 0 and the function 
D∈ϕ . We have: 

  )0()0()0()0(, 00000 −ϕ⋅−ψ→−τ−ϕ⋅−ψ=>ϕ⋅ψδ< τ
− tttt nnt   (2) 

  )0()0()0()0(, 00000 +ϕ⋅−ψ→−τ+ϕ⋅−ψ=>ϕ⋅ψδ< τ−
− tttt nnt  (3) 

 b) We show that −δ 0t  is singular. Against all reason, let LocIf ∈  so that 

    >ϕ<=>ϕδ<∈ϕ∀ − ],[,, 0 ftD     (4) 

Because of 4.13 c), the binary sequence ),( )0,0(0 >χδ< τ−
−

tntt  has a limit, i.e. it converges 
towards 
    1)0( 0)0,0( =−χ τ− ttnt      (5) 
 On the other hand, we have: 

  00],[,, )0,0()0,0( ==χ⋅=>χ<≥∀∃ ∫∫
∞

∞−

∞

∞−
τ−τ− tnttnt ffNnN   (6) 

resulting a contradiction. −δ 0t  is singular. 

5.5 The next distributions are singular: ,...,...,,
1010

+++−−−+− δ⊕⊕δ⊕δδ⊕⊕δ⊕δδδ
ntttnttt  

', D∈δΞδΞ +

∈

−

∈ ztzzt
z ZZ

, where }|{ Z∈ztz  is locally finite. We write only the ’left… examples: 

     )00(, −ϕ=>ϕδ< −      (1) 

  )0(...)0()0(,... 1010 −ϕ⊕⊕−ϕ⊕−ϕ=>ϕδ⊕⊕δ⊕δ< −−−
nnttt ttt   (2) 

   )0(,, −ϕΞ=>ϕδ<Ξ=>ϕδΞ<
∈

−
∈

−
∈

z
zztz

def

zt
z

t
ZZZ

   (3) 

with D∈ϕ . 

5.6 The next distributions are singular: 
   )()()0(, 00000 tDtttt ϕ=ϕ⊕−ϕ=>ϕδ⊕δ< −−    (1) 

  )(,),( z
zztzt

z

def

ztzt
z

tD ϕΞ=>ϕδ⊕δ<Ξ=>ϕδ⊕δΞ< −

∈

−

∈

−

∈ ZZZ
  (2) 
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where }|{ Z∈ztz  is locally finite and D∈ϕ  - as well as their right duals. 

5.7 The functions 

     ∫
∞

∞−

−ϕ>=ϕ< Df ,      (1) 

     ∫
∞

∞−

+ϕ>=ϕ< Dg,      (2) 

define singular distributions, where D∈ϕ . 
Proof a) We show that f  from (1) is a distribution and we refer to the formula of 
representation 2.1 (2). 

 a.1) The integral ∫
∞

∞−

−ϕD  makes sense for any ϕ ; this fact results from the inclusion 

},...,,{ 110 +
− ⊂ϕ ktttDsupp . 

 a.2) The formula of definition (1) of f  shows that it is linear (both ∫
∞

∞−

and −D  are 

linear). 
 a.3) We show that 4.1 b) is true. Without loss, for Diff∈ψ  we shall suppose that 

,...},,...,,,{...,, 21101 ++−
+− ⊂ψψ kk tttttDsuppDsupp , where )( zt  is locally finite. We get 

for )( nτ  positive convergent to 0 the existence of some N∈N  with 

2111100 ... +++ <τ+<<<τ+<<τ+< knkknn ttttttt  

},,...,,,{)( 11110 nkknnn tttttDsupp τ+τ+τ+⊂ϕ⋅ψ ++τ
−  

true whenever Nn ≥ , showing the convergence of ),( >ϕ⋅ψ< τnf . The convergence of 

),( >ϕ⋅ψ< τ− nf  is similarly proved. 

 b) In order to prove the singularity of f , let us suppose that some LocIh∈  exists with 

    ∫∫
∞

∞−

∞

∞−

− ϕ⋅=ϕ∈ϕ∀ hD,D      (4) 

 We take 
     ]1,0( ttχ=ϕ       (5) 

with the property that ∅=∧ ],( 10 tthsupp . It is true: 

   ∫∫∫∫
∞

∞−

∞

∞−

∞

∞−

∞

∞−

− ϕ⋅==≠=δ=ϕ hD t 0011     (6) 

contradiction. f  is singular. 

5.8 Let D∈ϕ  like at 2.1 (2). The association 

 212
1

12
10

0 )()(...)()()(, B∈ϕ⊕ϕ⊕⊕ϕ⊕ϕ⊕ϕ>=ϕ<ϕ∋ +
+++

k
ktkttt tttfaD  (1) 

defines a function 2: B→Df  that is a singular distribution. 
Proof The fact that the function is a distribution was already stated at 4.10. We show that f  
is singular. We have: 
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    1,,
1

1 =>δ<∈∀
+n

fn N      (2) 

 On the other hand, for any LocIg ∈  we have the existence of an N  so that Nn ≥  
implies: 
     0

1
1 =δ⋅
+n

g       (3) 

    0],[
1

1
1

1 =δ⋅=>δ< ∫
∞

∞− ++ nn
gg     (4) 

 The contradiction that we have obtained shows that f  is singular. 

6. The Fundamental Functions that Are Associated to a Distribution.  
The Support of a Distribution 

6.1 Let the distribution 'D∈f . We define the function 2
2: BR →F  in the next manner: 

    R∈>χ=< ",',,)",'( )",'( ttfttF tt     (1) 

6.2 Remarks a) If "' tt ≥ , then 
    00,,)",'( =><=>χ<= ∅ ffttF     (1) 
 b) The functions 2:)",(),,'( BR →⋅⋅ tFtF  are differentiable, see 4.13 c). 

 c) We recall that the function 20 : BR →F  from 4.13 (2) 
     R∈>χ<= tftF t ,,)( }{0     (2) 
is differentiable. 

6.3 With the previous notations, each distribution f  is of the form: 

=>χ⋅ϕ⊕χ⋅ϕ⊕⊕χ⋅ϕ⊕χ⋅ϕ< +++
+++

}1{1)1,(2
1

)1,0(2
10

}0{0 )()(...)()(, ktkktkt
ktkt

tt
tt

t ttf  (1) 

)()(),()(...),()()()( 10112
1

102
10

000 +++
+++ ⋅ϕ⊕⋅ϕ⊕⊕⋅ϕ⊕⋅ϕ= kkkk

ktkttt tFtttFttFtFt  

where D∈ϕ . 

6.4 The functions 2
*

* :, BR →FF  are defined like this: 
    >χ<= ε−

>ε
→ε

),(

0
0

* ,lim)( ttftF      (1) 

    R∈>χ<= ε+

>ε
→ε

tftF tt ,,lim)( ),(

0
0

*     (2) 

6.5 Theorem *
*,FF  are differentiable. 

Proof Let R∈"t  arbitrary and fixed and let "' tt <  chosen so that for any )",'( tt∈ξ : 
     atF =ξ )",(       (1) 
     bF =ξ)(0       (2) 
with 2, B∈ba . Such bat ,,'  exist because of 6.2 b) and c). If ',ξξ  satisfy "'' tt <ξ<ξ< , we 
have: 
   >χ<⊕>χ<⊕>χ<=>χ< ξξξξξ )",'(}'{)',()",( ,,,, tt ffff   (3) 

     abfa ⊕⊕>χ<= ξξ )',(,     (4) 
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and this is equivalent to the existence of )0"(* −tF , i.e. 
     )0"()0"( 0* −==− tFbtF     (5) 
 As at the right of )",(," tFt ⋅  is null, it results that DiffF ∈* , because "t  was 
arbitrarily chosen. 
 In a similar manner it is shown that DiffF ∈* . 

6.6 The four functions *
*0 ,,, FFFF  that were previously defined are called the fundamental 

functions that are associated to the distribution f . 

6.7 The fundamental functions are not independent on each other. We have properties of the 
type: 
 a)    "'),",'()",(),'()(0 tttttFttFttFtF <<⊕⊕=    (1) 
 b)     ),(lim)(

0
0

* ttFtF ε−=

>ε
→ε

    (2) 

     ),(lim)(

0
0

* ε+=

>ε
→ε

ttFtF     (3) 

 c) there exists the strictly increasing locally finite family }|{ Z∈ztz  with 

  )()()(),(),,(, 1*0
*

11 +++ ⊕⊕=∈∀∈∀ zzzzzz tFtFtFttFtttz Z   (4) 
Proof We prove c). Let R∈0t  be fixed; 01 tt >  exists with the property that 

     )(),( 0
*

0 tFttF =       (5) 
    ),(),0()( 10000 ttttFtF ∈+=      (6) 
from where the fact that 
  ))()0(),((),()(),(),( 0

*
001000101 tFtFttFttFtFttFttF ⊕+⊕=⊕⊕=  (7) 

gives the conclusion 
    )()(),()( 0

*
0101* tFtFttFtF ⊕⊕=     (8) 

i.e. 10 ,tt  are like at (4). 
 Let us suppose that zttt <<< ...10  are already defined. We take zz tt >+1  in the 
following way: 
     )(),( *

zz tFttF =      (9) 
    ),(),0()( 100 +∈+= zzz ttttFtF     (10) 
resulting 
 ))()0(),((),()(),(),( *

01011 zzzzzzzz tFtFttFttFtFttFttF ⊕+⊕=⊕⊕= +++  (11) 
and 
   )()(),()( *

011* zzzz tFtFttFtF ⊕⊕= ++     (12) 
i.e. 10 ,..., +ztt  act like in (4). 
 The sequence 0)( ≥zzt  that is obtained iteratively may be chosen to be strictly 
increasing locally finite, because the supposition that a convergent subsequence ppzt )(  

necessarily exists gives a contradiction. In a similar manner, there are obtained iteratively 
,..., 21 −− tt  
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6.8 a) The distribution 'D∈f  defines a function 2
2: BR →F  by the relation 6.1 (1). F  

satisfies the properties 6.2: 
  i) 0)",'("' =⇒≥ ttFtt         (1) 
  ii) R∈∈⋅⋅ ",',)",(),,'( ttDifftFtF  
 b) Conversely, let us remark for the beginning that any D∈ϕ  may be written as a 
sum of functions of the form )",'( ttχ , if we take into account that 

    "',)",'()",(),'(}{ tttttttttt <<χ⊕χ⊕χ=χ    (2) 

 Let now 2
2: BR →F  be given so that i), ii) are fulfilled. We define the function 

2: B→Df  by: 

  1),,(...),(..., "'"
1

'
1)",'()"

1,'
1(

≥⊕⊕=>χ⊕⊕χ< kttFttFf kk
ktkttt

  (3) 

R∈"'"
1

'
1 ,,...,, kk tttt  and this represents the extension of the formula 6.1 (1) at all the test 

functions D∈ϕ , by linearity. We show that 'D∈f , the linearity being obvious. 
 Let )),(,( ϕτψ n  so that Diff∈ψ  satisfies (without loss) 

,...},...,,,{...,, 1101 +−
+− ⊂ψψ kttttDsuppDsupp , )( nτ  is a real positive sequence convergent 

to 0 and D∈ϕ  is given by 2.1 (2). There exists N∈N  so that Nn ≥  implies: 
......... 21111001 <<τ+<<<τ+<<τ+<<< +++− knkknn tttttttt  

 ⊕χ⋅ϕ⋅ψ⊕χ⋅ϕ⋅ψ=ϕ⋅ψ τ+
++

τ+
+

τ )1,0(2
10

2
10

}0{02
10 )()()()( tnt

tttt
nt

tt
n t   (4) 

  ⊕χ⋅ϕ⋅ψ⊕χ⋅ϕ⋅ψ⊕ τ+
+++

)1,1(2
10

2
21

}1{2
10

1 )()()()( ntt
tttt

t
ttt  

  }1{12
21

}1{12
21 )()(...)()( nktk

ktkt
nt

tt tt τ+++
+++

τ+
+ χ⋅ϕ⋅ψ⊕⊕χ⋅ϕ⋅ψ⊕  

the convergence of ),( >ϕ⋅ψ< τnf  resulting from the linearity, from ii) and from (2). 

 In a similar manner the convergence of ),( >ϕ⋅ψ< τ− nf  is proved. f  is a 
distribution. 

6.9 The support of 'D∈f  is by definition the support of the function 2
2: BR →F , 

   }1)",'(,)",'(|)",'{( 2 =∈== ttFttttFsuppfsupp
def

R   (1) 

6.10 We have a one-one association between the distributions 'D∈f  and the functions 

2
2: BR →F  having the properties 6.8 i), ii). In a similar manner to the one-one association 

between the functions 2: BR →x  and their supports R⊂xsupp , we have also a one-one 
association between the distributions 'D∈f  and their supports. 

6.11 Theorem The distribution 'D∈f  is regular if and only if the next conditions are true: 
 i)     LocIF ∈0  

 ii)    R∈== ttFtF ,0)()( *
*      (1) 

Proof Only if Let us suppose that ][ f  is a regular distribution, LocIf ∈ . Then 

   R∈∈=χ⋅=>χ=< ∫
∞

∞−

tItffftF Loctt ,)(],[)( }{}{0    (2) 
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and on the other hand, for any R∈t , there exists tt <'  so that 
            ∅=∧ ),'( ttfsupp      (3) 
giving 

    00)( ),'(* ==χ⋅= ∫∫
∞

∞−

∞

∞−
ttftF      (4) 

and similarly for )(* tF . 
If Because LocIF ∈0 , it makes sense to refer to the distribution '][ 0 D∈F  and let D∈ϕ . 
 There exists the strictly increasing locally finite family }|{ Z∈ztz  (see 6.7 c)) with 
the property that ϕ  can be put under the form: 
  R∈χ⊕χ⊕⊕χ=ϕ ttttt nccpbpaba ),()(...)()( },...,1{),()1,1(    (5) 

N∈np,  and the following conditions are fulfilled: 
 i) }|{,...,,,,...,, 111 Z∈∈ ztccbaba znpp  (if 0=p  or 0=n , then the condition is 
superfluous for these terms) 
 ii)   0)(),(),,(, 011 ==∈∀∈∀ ++ tFttFtttz zzzzZ    (6) 
 It results that 
 =>χ⊕χ⊕⊕χ<=>ϕ< },...,1{),()1,1( ...,, nccpbpabaff     (7) 

  =>χ<⊕⊕>χ<⊕>χ<⊕⊕>χ<= }{}1{),()1,1( ,...,,..., nccpbpaba ffff  

  =⊕⊕⊕⊕⊕= )(...)(),(...),( 01011 nnn cFcFbaFbaF  

  >ϕ<=ϕ⋅=⊕⊕= ∫
∞

∞−

],[)(...)( 00010 FFcFcF n  

7. The Limits and the Derivatives of the Distributions 

7.1 We recall that for any real positive sequence )( nτ  convergent to 0 and for any test 
function D∈ϕ , the distribution 'D∈f  being arbitrary, the binary sequences ),,( >ϕ< τnf  

),( >ϕ< τ− nf  are convergent and this means the existence of the next limits: 

    >ϕ<=>ϕ< ε

>ε
→ε

ε−

>ε
→ε

,lim,lim

0
0

0
0

ff     (1) 

    >ϕ<=>ϕ< ε−

>ε
→ε

ε

>ε
→ε

,lim,lim

0
0

0
0

ff     (2) 

7.2 Notation Let 'D∈f . The functions 2:, B→+− Dff  are defined in the next manner: 

    >ϕ<=>ϕ< ε

>ε
→ε

− ,lim,

0
0

ff      (1) 

    >ϕ<=>ϕ< ε−

>ε
→ε

+ ,lim,

0
0

ff      (2) 

7.3 Theorem +− ff ,  are distributions. 
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Proof The linearity is obvious. We give a hint on proving the fact that being given Diff∈ψ , 

the real positive sequences )(),( '
mn ττ  convergent to 0 and D∈ϕ , the binary sequence: 

   m
not

nmnm
aff =>ϕ⋅ψ<=>ϕ⋅ψ< ττ∞→τ

− )(,lim, ''    (3) 

is convergent. Without loss, there exist the numbers 
    2110 ... ++ <<<< kk tttt      (4) 
so that 

 ...)()()()()()()( }1{1)1,0(2
10

}0{0 ⊕χ⋅ϕ⊕χ⋅ϕ⊕χ⋅ϕ=ϕ + tttttt ttt
tt

t  

   )()()()(... }1{1)1,(2
1 ttt ktkktkt

ktkt
+++

++ χ⋅ϕ⊕χ⋅ϕ⊕    (5) 

 ...)()()()()()(...)( }1{1)1,0(2
10

}0{0 ⊕χ⋅ψ⊕χ⋅ψ⊕χ⋅ψ⊕=ψ + tttttt ttt
tt

t  

   ...)()()()(... }2{2)2,1(2
21 ⊕χ⋅ψ⊕χ⋅ψ⊕ ++++

+++ ttt ktkktkt
ktkt  (6) 

 )()()(),(),,(},1,...,0{ 1*0
*

11 +++ ⊕⊕=∈∀+∈∀ pppppp tFtFtFttFtttkp   (7) 
and the number N∈N  with the property that Nnm >,  implies: 

  2
'

111
'

0
'

00 ... +++ <τ+τ+<<<<τ+τ+<τ+< knmkknmm ttttttt   (8) 
 The sequence )( ma  is convergent, because the value of the binary numbers: 

...,,,,
)1,'

0(}'
0{

>χ<>χ<
τ+τ+τ+τ+ tnmtnmt

ff  

>χ<>χ<>χ<
τ+τ++τ+τ++τ++τ++ }'

1{)'
1,'

1(}'
1{

,,,,,...,
nmktnmktmktmkt

fff  

in the hypothesis that Nnm >, , does not depend on nm,  and we apply the linearity of f . 

7.4 Remark The property 7.3 of +− ff ,  justifies the notations 7.2 (1) and (2). 

7.5 The distributions +− ff ,  are called the left limit of f , respectively the right limit of f ; 
these distributions are called together the lateral limits of f , or simply the limits of f . 

7.6 The distributions that are defined by the next sums: 
     −− ⊕= fffD      (1) 

     ++ ⊕= fffD      (2) 
are called the left derivative of f , respectively the right derivative of f  and their common 
name is the lateral derivatives, or the derivatives of .f  

7.7 All the distributions 'D∈f  admit lateral limits and all the distributions have derivatives. 
The next formulas of iteration of the limits and of the derivatives take place: 
     −−− = ff )(       (1) 

     ++− = ff )(       (2) 

     −−+ = ff )(       (3) 

     +++ = ff )(       (4) 

     fDfDD −−− =      (5) 

     fDfDD ++− =      (6) 
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     fDfDD −−+ =      (7) 

     fDfDD +++ =      (8) 
Proof We show (2): 
    >ϕ<=>ϕ< ε

>ε
→ε

− ,lim,

0
0

ff      (9) 

 =>ϕ<=>ϕ<=>ϕ< ε−ε

>ε
→ε

>ε
→ε

ε−
−

>ε
→ε

+−
'

0
0

0'
0'

'

0'
0'

,limlim,lim,)( fff    (10) 

     >ϕ<=>ϕ<= +
ε−

>ε
→ε

,,lim '

0'
0'

ff  

7.8 Taking the lateral limit, as well as the derivation are linear '' DD →  functions (relative 
to the structure of 2B -linear space, but not relative to the structure of Diff -module of 'D ). 

7.9 Examples a) =ϕ=>ϕδ<=>ϕδ< ε

>ε
→ε

ε

>ε
→ε

− )(lim],[lim,][ 0

0
00

0
00 ttt     (1) 

    R∈∈ϕ>ϕδ<=−ϕ= −
000 ,,,)0( tt t D  

thus 
     −− δ=δ 00 ][ tt       (2) 
 b) 'D∈f  is defined like at 4.10 (1). It is seen that: 

       −= ff       (3) 

7.10 Other distributions may be defined by replacing 7.1 (1), (2) with 
    >ϕ<=>ϕ< ξ

>ξ
→ξ

ξ−

>ξ
→ξ

,lim,lim ff

t
t

t
t

    (1) 

    >ϕ<=>ϕ< ξ−

>ξ
→ξ

ξ

>ξ
→ξ

,lim,lim ff
t

t
t

t
    (2) 

etc. 

8. The Test Functions of Two Real Variables and the Distributions that They Define 

8.1 Let 2
2

2 : BR →ϕ  a function and the next conditions (that will be compared with the 
conditions from 2.1 a),䀆 ,e)): 
 a) )2(

2 Diff∈ϕ  

 b) the number 0>M  exists with the property that for any 2),( R∈ut  with 

Mut >+ 22 , we have: 
     0),(2 =ϕ ut       (1) 
 c) the real numbers ",' tt  and ",' uu  exist with "' tt <  and "' uu <  so that 

]",'[]",'[2 uuttsupp ×⊂ϕ , i.e. 2ϕ  vanishes outside a compact set 
 d) 2ϕ  is of the form: 
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  ⊕χ⋅χ⋅ϕΞΞ=ϕ
+

=

+

=
)()(),(),( }{}{2

1

0

1

0
2 ututut juitji

p

j

k

i
    (2) 

   ⊕χ⋅χ⋅ϕΞΞ⊕ +
+++

==
)()(),( }{)1,(2

1
2

1

00
utu juititj

itit
p

j

k

i
 

   ⊕χ⋅χ⋅ϕΞΞ⊕ +
++

=

+

=
)()(),( )1,(}{2

1
2

0

1

0
utt jujuit

juju
i

p

j

k

i
 

   )()(),( )1,()1,(2
1

2
1

2
00

ut jujuitit
jujuitit

p

j

k

i ++
++++

==
χ⋅χ⋅ϕΞΞ⊕  

where N∈pk , 2),(, R∈ut  and 110 ... +<<< kttt , respectively 110 ... +<<< puuu . 

 e) 2ϕsupp  belongs to the set ring S )2(  that is by definition generated by the sets: 
}{}{},{)',(),',(}{),',()',( ututtuutuutt ××××  

where R∈',,', uutt . 

8.2 If 2ϕ  fulfills one of the next equivalent condition from 8.1: 
a) and b) ⇔  a) and c) ⇔  d) ⇔  e) 

then it is called test function (fundamental function) of two real variables, or simply test 
function (fundamental function). 

8.3 The space of the test functions of two real variables is also called the fundamental space 
(of the functions of two real variables) and is noted with )2(D . 

8.4 From the algebraical point of view, )2(D  is a 2B -algebra; )2(D  is also an ideal of 
)2(Diff . 

8.5 Let ∈ϕ2
)2(D  a test function. We remark then that ∈⋅ϕ⋅ϕ ),(),,( 0202 ut D , where 

R∈00 ,ut . 

8.6 The translation of 2ϕ  with 2),( R∈ντ  is by definition: 
    R∈ν−τ−ϕ=ϕ ντ ututut ,),,(),( 2),(2    (1) 

8.7 We consider the quadruple )),(),(,( 22 ϕντψ mn , where )(),(,)2(
2 mnDiff ντ∈ψ  are 

two real positive sequences that converge to 0 and )2(
2 D∈ϕ . They define the next double 

sequences of test functions: ),(),(),( ),(22),(22),(22 mnmnmn ν−τντ−ντ ϕ⋅ψϕ⋅ψϕ⋅ψ  

)( ),(22 mn ν−τ−ϕ⋅ψ , that we shall call left-left convergent,䀆 , right-right convergent. 

8.8 The 2B -algebra )2(
LocI  of the locally integrable functions consists in the functions 

2
2

2 : BR →f  with a locally finite support: 

2)",'()",'(,",',",' fsuppuuttuutt ∧×∈∀ R  is finite 

8.9 The regular distributions (over )2(D ) are defined by the locally integrable functions 
)2(

2 LocIf ∈  in the next manner: 
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 ∈ϕξξϕ⋅ξξΞ=ϕ⋅π=>ϕ<
∈ξξ

2222)',(
2222 ),',()',(|)(|],[ ffsuppf

R

)2(D  (1) 

8.10 We call distribution (over )2(D ) a function :2f
)2(D 2B→  that satisfies the next 

conditions: 
 a) it is linear 
 b) for any quadruple )),(),(,( 22 ϕντψ mn , where )(),(,)2(

2 mnDiff ντ∈ψ  are two 

real positive sequences that converge to 0 and )2(
2 D∈ϕ , the sequences: 

)),(( ),(222 mn
f ντϕ⋅ψ  )),(()),(( ),(222),(222 mnmn

ff ν−τντ− ϕ⋅ψϕ⋅ψ  

))(( ),(222 mn
f ν−τ−ϕ⋅ψ  have a limit when ∞→mn,  (for example the next property 

   afNmnNa
mn

=ϕ⋅ψ≥∀∈∃∈∃ ντ )(,,,, ),(2222 NB   (1) 

is true). 

8.11 The value of the distribution 2f  in 2ϕ  is noted by tradition with >ϕ< 22 ,f  (instead of 
)( 22 ϕf ). 

8.12 We note with )'2(D  the 2B -linear space and the )2(Diff -module of the distributions 

:2f
)2(D 2B→ . 

9. The Direct Product of the Distributions 

9.1 a) Generally speaking, if two functions 2:, BR →gf  are given, the following function 

2
2: BR →⊗ gf  may be defined: 

    R∈⋅=⊗ utugtfutgf ,),()(),)((     (1) 
called the direct product, or the tensor product of f  with g . 
 b) It is true the next relation: 
    gsuppfsuppgfsupp ×=⊗     (2) 

9.2 We give for 9.1 the example of two test functions D∈ϕϕ 1, ; we have )2(
1 D∈ϕ⊗ϕ , 

because from 

  )()()()()( )1,(2
1

0
}{

1

0
tttt itit

itit
k

iiti
k

i +
++

=

+

=
χ⋅ϕΞ⊕χ⋅ϕΞ=ϕ    (1) 

  )()()()()( )1,(2
1

1
0

}{1
1

0
1 uuuu juju

jujup

jjuj
p

j +
++

=

+

=
χ⋅ϕΞ⊕χ⋅ϕΞ=ϕ   (2) 

we get: 

  ⊕χ⋅χ⋅ϕ⊗ϕΞΞ=ϕ⊗ϕ
+

=

+

=
)()(),)((),)(( }{}{1

1

0

1

0
1 ututut juitji

p

j

k

i
  (3) 

   ⊕χ⋅χ⋅ϕ⊗ϕΞΞ⊕ +
+++

==
)()(),)(( }{)1,(2

1
1

1

00
utu juititj

itit
p

j

k

i
 

   ⊕χ⋅χ⋅ϕ⊗ϕΞΞ⊕ +
++

=

+

=
)()(),)(( )1,(}{2

1
1

0

1

0
utt jujuit

juju
i

p

j

k

i
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   )()(),)(( )1,()1,(2
1

2
1

1
00

ut jujuitit
jujuitit

p

j

k

i ++
++++

==
χ⋅χ⋅ϕ⊗ϕΞΞ⊕  

 In (1),䀆 ,(3), we have supposed that 110 ...,,,, +<<<∈∈ ktttutpk RN  and 

110 ... +<<< puuu . 

9.3 Our purpose in this paragraph is that of transferring the definition of the direct product of 
the functions to distributions. For LocIgf ∈,  we have ∈⊗∈⊗ ][,)2( gfIgf Loc

)'2(D  and, by 
using the same notation '' ⊗  for the direct product of the distributions to be defined, we must 
have: 
     ][][][ gfgf ⊗=⊗      (1) 

9.4 Theorem Let 'D∈f  and )2(
2 D∈ϕ . The function 2:' BR →ϕ  that is defined in the 

following manner: 
    R∈>⋅ϕ<=ϕ ttft ,),(,)(' 2      (1) 
is a test function. 
Proof a) Let us remark in the beginning that because for any fixed R∈t , the function 

),(2 ⋅ϕ t  is a test function (see 8.5), the formula >⋅ϕ< ),(, 2 tf  that defines )(' tϕ  makes 
sense. 
 b) We refer to the expression 8.1 (2) of 2ϕ  and we see by a direct computation that: 

  )()(')()(')(' )1,(2
1

0
}{

1

0
tttt itit

itit
k

iiti
k

i +
++

=

+

=
χ⋅ϕΞ⊕χ⋅ϕΞ=ϕ    (2) 

where 

 1,0),,(),()(),()(' 12
1

2
0

02
1

0
+=⋅ϕΞ⊕⋅ϕΞ=ϕ +

++

=

+

=
kiuuFtuFutt jj

juju
i

p

j
jji

p

j
i  (3) 

 ⊕⋅ϕΞ=ϕ +++

=
++ )(),()(' 02

1
2

1

02
1

jj
itit

p

j
itit uFu  

  kiuuF jj
jujuitit

p

j
,0),,(),( 12

1
2

1
2

0
=⋅ϕΞ⊕ +

++++

=
    (4) 

 'ϕ  is a test function. 

9.5 Notation Another manner of writing the relation 9.4 (1) is: 
    R∈>ϕ=<ϕ ututuft ,,),(),()(' 2     (1) 

9.6 Remark The advantage of the notation 9.5 is that of indicating that f  acts on the second 
variable of 2ϕ . The disadvantage is its abusive character, the argument of f  is 

∈⋅ϕ ),(2 t D , not R∈u . 
 When we work with functions that have several variables, notations like 9.5 can be 
useful. 

9.7 Theorem It is true: 
    R∈>⋅ϕ<=ϕ −− ttDftD tt ,),(,)(' 2     (1) 

    R∈>⋅ϕ<=ϕ ++ ttDftD tt ,),(,)(' 2     (2) 

where the symbols +−
tt DD ,  refer to the lateral derivation relative to t . 

Proof The relation 
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    R∈>⋅τ+ϕ=<τ+ϕ ttft ,),(,)(' 2     (3) 
may be written for any R∈τ  and, as 'ϕ  is a test function, we may take the limit in (3), for 
example: 
    R∈>⋅−ϕ=<−ϕ ttft ,),0(,)0(' 2     (4) 
 By the summation of (4) with 9.4 (1), 9.7 (1) results. 

9.8 Let )2(
2,', DD ∈ϕ∈gf  and D∈ϕ'  defined by 9.4 (1). When 2ϕ  is variable (and 'ϕ  is 

also variable) f  and g  being fixed, the formula: 
           >ϕ<=>ϕ⊗< ',, 2 ggf     (1) 
can also be abusively written under the form 
 R∈>>ϕ<<=>ϕ<=>ϕ⊗< ututuftgttgututgf ,,),(),(),()('),(),(),,)(( 22  (2) 

It defines a function 2
)2(: B→⊗ Dgf  that is called the direct product (or the tensor 

product) of the distributions f  and g . 

9.9 From the formulas 9.4 (2), (3), (4) and with the notations 0,GG  for the fundamental 
functions that are associated to g , we have the next computation of the value of gf ⊗  in 

2ϕ : 

  ⊕⋅⋅ϕΞΞ=>ϕ⊗<
+

=

+

=
)()(),(, 002

1

0

1

0
2 jiji

p

j

k

i
uFtGutgf    (1) 

    ⊕⋅⋅ϕΞΞ⊕ +
+++

==
)(),(),( 012

1
2

1

00
jiij

itit
p

j

k

i
uFttGu  

    ⊕⋅⋅ϕΞΞ⊕ +
++

=

+

=
),()(),( 102

1
2

0

1

0
jji

juju
i

p

j

k

i
uuFtGt  

    ),(),(),( 112
1

2
1

2
00

++
++++

==
⋅⋅ϕΞΞ⊕ jjii

jujuitit
p

j

k

i
uuFttG  

9.10 Theorem ')2(D∈⊗ gf . 
Proof The linearity is obvious and the property of convergence 8.10 b) results from the 
linearity, from the formula 9.9 (1) and from the properties of the fundamental functions ,F  

00 ,, GGF . 

9.11 Theorem Let ',, D∈hgf . The next properties are true: 
 a)     fggf ⊗=⊗      (1) 
in the sense that the next relation is fulfilled: 
  >>ϕ<<=>>ϕ<<∈ϕ∀ ),(),(),(),(),(),(, 22

)2(
2 uttgufutuftgD   (2) 

 b)    )()()( hghfhgf ⊗⊕⊗=⊗⊕     (3) 

 c) After defining the spaces of test functions )3(D  and of the distributions 

2
)3( B→D , we have the associativity: 

       )()( hgfhgf ⊗⊗=⊗⊗      (4) 
Proof  a) It results from 9.9. 
 b) Obvious. 
 c) It is necessary to replace the formula 9.9 (1) with the formula: 
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 ...)()()(),,(, 0003
1

0

1

0

1

0
3 ⊕⋅⋅⋅ϕΞΞΞ=>ϕ⊗⊗<

+

=

+

=

+

=
sjisji

l

s

p

j

k

i
vFuGtHvuthgf  (5) 

),(),(),(),,(... 1112
1

2
1

2
1

3
000

+++
++++++

===
⋅⋅⋅ϕΞΞΞ⊕ ssjjii

svsvjujuitit
l

s

p

j

k

i
vvFuuGttH  

where )3(
3 D∈ϕ  etc. 

9.12 Let )2(
2,',, DD ∈ϕ∈∈ψ gfDiff . The fact that: 

 =>>ϕ<⋅ψ<=>>ϕ<⋅ψ< ),(),()(),(),(),(),()( 22 uttguufuttgufu   (1) 
    >ϕ⊗⋅ψ<=>>ϕ⋅ψ<<= 22 ),(),()(),(),( gfututguf  
where R∈ut,  allows us to write briefly 
    )()( gfgf ⊗⋅ψ=⊗⋅ψ      (2) 
 Anyway, the relation (2) must be understood keeping in mind the fact that the 
'arguments' of gf ,,ψ  are tuu ,, . 

9.13 For gf ,  like before, we study the behavior of gf ⊗  relative to the derivation of the 
distributions. Because the function 
    R∈>⋅ϕ=<ψ uugu ,),(,)( 2      (1) 
is a test function we can write 
    =>ϕ⊗< − ),(),,)(( 2 ututgfDu     (2) 
 =>ε−ϕ⊗<⊕>ϕ⊗<=

>ε
→ε

),(),,)((lim),(),,)(( 2

0
0

2 ututgfututgf  

 =>>ε−ϕ<<⊕>>ϕ<<=

>ε
→ε

),(),(),(lim),(),(),( 2

0
0

2 uttgufuttguf  

 =>>ϕ<ε+<⊕>>ϕ<<=

>ε
→ε

),(),(),(lim),(),(),( 2

0
0

2 uttgufuttguf  

 >ϕ⊗<=>>ϕ<ε+⊕<= −

>ε
→ε

),(),,)()((),(),(),()(lim 22

0
0

ututgfDuttgufuf u  

 If we keep in mind the variables tuu ,,  to which the left derivation operator, f  and g  
refer, the relation (2) can be briefly written like this: 
    gfDgfD ⊗=⊗ −− )()(      (3) 

9.14 Examples of direct product of distributions. a) Let }|{},|{ ZZ ∈∈ wuzt wz  two locally 
finite families and '][],[ D∈δΞδΞ

∈∈ wu
wzt

z ZZ
 the regular distributions that they define. We 

have for )2(
2 D∈ϕ : 

=ϕ⋅−δΞ−δΞ=>ϕδΞ⊗δΞ< ∫∫
∞

∞−
∈

∞

∞−
∈∈∈

),()()(],[][ 22 utuutt w
w

uz
z

tztzwu
w ZZZZ

  (1) 

 ),(2 wz
wz

utϕΞΞ=
∈∈ ZZ

 

where the symbols ∫∫
∞

∞−

∞

∞−
ut ,  indicate the variables relative to which the integration is done. 
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 b) We note with 'D∈g  the distribution 5.7 (1) and we have for )2(
2 D∈ϕ  and 

R∈0u : 

  ∫
∞

∞−

−−− −⋅ϕ=>>ϕδ<<=>ϕ⊗δ< )0,(),(,),(, 022020 uDuttgg uu   (2) 

10. Distributions Over Test Functions of Several Variables 

10.1 This generalization refers to the number of independent variables of the test functions, in 
the sense of the definition of the spaces ,...',',...,, )2()2( DDDD , problem that was already 
dealt with in the previous paragraphs. We give a hint on the steps to be followed. 
10.2 Step I, the definition of the differentiability of the functions 2: BR →ϕ n  (by 
generalizing 1.12, 1.17). 
10.3 Step II, we define the test functions )(nD∈ϕ  to be the differentiable functions 

)(nDiff∈ϕ  with the property that they have a bounded support. 

10.4 Step III, we define the distributions ')(nf D∈  to be the linear functions 2
)(: B→nf D  

with the property that for any 2+n -tuple )),(),...,(,( 1 ϕττψ npp , where )(nDiff∈ϕ , 

),( 1pτ 䀆 , )( npτ  are real positive sequences that converge to zero and )(nD∈ϕ  we have 

that )(lim ),...,1(
,...,1 npp

npp
f τ±τ±

∞→
ϕ⋅ψ  exists (for example the next property 

  afNppNa
nppn =ϕ⋅ψ≥∀∈∃∈∃ ττ )(,,...,,, ),...,1(12 NB    (1) 

is true). 
 We have noted 
  R∈ττϕ=ϕ τ±τ± nnpnpnnpp tttttt ,...,),,...,(),...,( 1111),...,1( mm   (2) 

11. Other Distributions 

11.1 As opposed to 10, this second type of generalization of the paragraphs 2,䀆 ,9 refers to 
the functions 2: BR →ϕ  and starts from redefining the notion of test function. 

11.2 a) It is called space of test functions (or fundamental space) a set Diff⊂K  with the 
next properties: 
  a.1) KK ∈ϕ⇒∈τ∈ϕ τR,  

  a.2) KK ∈ϕϕ⇒∈ϕ +− ,  
  a.3) KK ∈ϕ⊕ϕ⇒∈ϕϕ '',  
  a.4) KK ∈ϕ⋅ψ⇒∈ϕ∈ψ ,Diff  
 b) The functions K∈ϕ  are called test functions (or fundamental functions). 

11.3 Remarks a) All these properties were used in the previous paragraphs. 
 b) K  is invariant to translations, it contains a function together with its lateral limits, 
it is a 2B -algebra and it is also an ideal of .Diff  
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11.4 Examples of spaces of test functions. }0{  and Diff  are the two improper subspaces of 
Diff  that fulfill the conditions of the definition 11.2. We have noted with }0{  the set formed 
by the null function 2BR → . 
 Other examples are D LocI,  and ∞I . 

11.5 Proposition If }0{≠K  is a space of test functions, then R∈∈χ 0}0{ ,tt K . ∞I  is the 
smallest non-null space of test functions (in the sense of the order given by the inclusion). 
Proof Let K∈ϕ  a non-null test function (we can take such a function because }0{≠K ) 
and let us suppose that 0t  is a point where ϕ  is equal with 1. Because Difft ∈χ }0{ , from 
11.2 a.4) we have that 
     K∈χ=ϕ⋅χ }0{}0{ tt      (1) 

11.6 Let K  a space of test functions. We call distribution (over K ) a linear function 
2: B→Kf  that fulfills one of the equivalent conditions: 

 a) for any triple )),(,( ϕτψ n  with )(, nDiff τ∈ψ  a real positive sequence that 
converges to 0 and K∈ϕ , the binary sequences ))(()),(( nn ff τ−τ ϕ⋅ψϕ⋅ψ  are convergent. 

 b) for any couple ),( ϕψ  with K∈ϕ∈ψ ,Diff , the function in )(: tft ϕ⋅ψ  is 
differentiable. 

11.7 a) The distribution f  over K  is said to be regular, or of function type, if a function 

2: BR →g  exists with the property that 

     K∈ϕϕ⋅=ϕ ∫
∞

∞−

,)( gf     (1) 

 b) If f  is not regular, then it is called singular. 

11.8 By tradition, we shall note with >ϕ< ,f  (instead of )(ϕf ) the value of the distribution 
f  in the 'point' ϕ ; other notations are ),(,)(),( ϕ>ϕ< fttf  etc. 

 If the distribution is regular, we shall continue to use the notation >ϕ< ],[g . 

11.9 The set 'K  of the 2B→K  distributions is obviously organized as a 2B -linear space 
and Diff -module. The translation of a distribution, the limit and the derivative are easily 
defined. 

11.10 We have the next inclusions of spaces of test functions and of spaces of distributions: 
'}'0{,}0{ '' DiffIIDiffII LocLoc ⊃⊃⊃⊂⊂⊂ ∞∞  

⊂∞I D ⊃⊂ ∞
', IDiff 'D 'Diff⊃  

''}'0{,}0{ DiffDiff ⊃⊃⊂⊂ KK  
where K  is an arbitrary space of test functions. 

11.11 Notation For K  like before we note: 
    }'][,:|{ 2 KK ∈→= fffReg BR     (1) 

11.12 KReg  is a 2B -linear subspace and a Diff -submodule of Diff . 

11.13 Theorem The next statements are true: 
 a) RB2}0{ =Reg    a)' }}0{:0|0{}|]{[}'0{ 22 BBR →=∈= ff  (1) 
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 b.1) DiffIReg =∞    b.1)' }|]{[' DiffffI ∈=∞    (2) 
 b.2) ∞= IDiffReg          (3) 
 c.1) =LocIReg D          (4) 
 c.2) Reg D LocI=          (5) 

Proof a) Let RB2∈f  arbitrary. It defines the null function: 

     0},0{ =ϕ⋅∈ϕ∀ ∫
∞

∞−

f      (6) 

that is a distribution of }'0{ . 
 a)' The only linear function 2}0{ B→  is the null function, that is a distribution. 
 b.1) Let 2: BR →f  arbitrary. From the fact that ∞∈χ It}{ , where R∈t , the 
condition 
    Difftff t ∈=>χ< )(],[ }{      (7) 

shows that DiffIReg ⊂∞ . The inverse inclusion is obvious. 

 b.1)' Let '
∞∈ If , for which we have: 

    DiffftF t
def

∈>χ<= }{0 ,)(      (8) 

 Any non-null test function from ∞I  is of the form }{}0{ ... ntt χ⊕⊕χ  and f  acts on it 
in the next manner: 

=⊕⊕=>χ<⊕⊕>χ<=>χ⊕⊕χ< )(...)(,...,..., 000}{}0{}{}0{ nnttntt tFtFfff  (9) 

        >χ⊕⊕χ<= }{}0{0 ...],[ nttF  
i.e. f  is of function type: 
     ][ 0Ff =       (10) 

showing that }|]{[' DiffffI ∈⊂∞ . The inverse inclusion results from b.1). 
 b.2) Let 2: BR →f . Because Diff∈1  and 1⋅fsupp  is finite, we infer that ∞∈ If , 
thus ∞⊂ IDiffReg . The fact that DiffRegI ⊂∞  is easily proved. 
 c.1) Let the function 2: BR →f . As Loct I∈χ }{ , like at (7) f  defines a regular 

distribution if it is differentiable and moreover if ϕ⋅∈ϕ∀ fsuppILoc ,  is finite i.e. if 
fsupp  is bounded, resulting that D∈f . We have proved that D⊂LocIReg . The inverse 

inclusion is obvious. 
 c.2) Let 2: BR →f . The condition ϕ⋅∈ϕ∀ fsupp,D  is finite implies LocIf ∈ , 
thus LocIReg ⊂D . The inverse inclusion is obvious, because this was the definition of the 
regular distributions. 

11.14 We have here the open problem: does '
LocI  contain singular distributions ? 

12. The Convolution Algebras of the Distributions From 'D  

12.1 Let ', D∈gf  two distributions. The function 
    D∈ϕ∈>ϕ=<ψ − ,,,)( Rugu u     (1) 
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is a differentiable function (with an unbounded support, generally), because it is a sum of 
differentiable functions of the form GGkiututGkiutG iii ,,,0),,(,1,0),( 010 =−−+=− +  
being the fundamental functions of g  and this is why it makes sense sometimes, for example 
if '' D⊂∈ Difff , to refer to >ψ< ,f . 

12.2 It is called the convolution product of the distributions f  and g  (in this order) the 
function 2: B→∗ Dgf  that is defined by 
   >>+ϕ<<=>ψ<=>ϕ∗< )(),(),(,, uttguffgf   (1) 
where D∈ϕ  and R∈ut, . 

12.3 As resulted by the successive application of two distributions, the convolution product is 
a distribution, this is obvious. This fact justifies the notation that was used at 12.2. 

12.4 It is a natural desire to present the convolution product of the distributions to be their 
direct product, under the form: 
    >σϕ⊗<=>ϕ∗< o,, gfgf     (1) 

where RR →σ 2:  is the sum function: 
          R∈+=σ ututut ,,),(      (2) 

 This fact is not possible however, because when )2(, DD ∉σϕ∈ϕ o ; σϕ o  is not, 
generally, differentiable or with bounded support. 

12.5 Counterexample at 12.4. The function D∈δ  fulfills the previous property: the 
function of two variables 
    R∈+δ=σδ ututut ,),(),)(( o     (1) 

does not belong to )2(Diff  and it has also an unbounded support. 

12.6 Let 2:, BR →gf ; their convolution product is the function 2: BR →∗ gf  defined by 

    ∫
∞

∞−
ξ ξ−⋅ξ=∗ )()())(( tgftgf     (1) 

12.7 We define the following sets of locally integrable functions 2: BR →f : 
   }),(,|{ finiteisfsuppfI Inf ∧α−∞∈α∀= R    (1) 

   }),(,|{ finiteisfsuppfISup ∧∞α∈α∀= R    (2) 

12.8 In the previous definition, a set R⊂H  satisfying 
H∧α−∞∈α∀ ),(,R  is finite 

H∧∞α∈α∀ ),(,R  is finite 
is called inferiorly finite, respectively superiorly finite. 

12.9 There exists the situation when the convolution product of LocIgf ∈,  has sense, for 
example if gf ,  belong to SupInf III ,,∞  and in all these cases LocIgf ∈∗  (more exactly: 

gf ∗  belongs to InfII ,∞ , respectively SupI ). In such situations '][ Dgf ∈∗  and we can 
write that: 
  =ξϕξ∗Ξ=>ϕ∗<

∈ξ
)())((],[ gfgf

R
      (1) 

   )()()()()()( ξϕ⋅−ξ⋅ΞΞ=ξϕ⋅−ξ⋅ΞΞ=
∈ξ∈∈∈ξ

ugufuguf
uu RRRR
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 With the substitution 
      tu =−ξ      (2) 
that transforms the summation variables u,ξ  in the summation variables ut, , it results 
 >>+ϕ<<=+ϕ⋅⋅ΞΞ=>ϕ∗<

∈∈
)(),]([),]([)()()(],[ uttgufuttgufgf

tu RR
 (3) 

12.10 The formula 12.9 (3) rediscovers the definition 12.2 (1) for the case of the regular 
distributions. By comparing these formulas we have that 
     ][][][ gfgf ∗=∗      (1) 

12.11 The regular distribution ][δ  has a convolution product with any 'D∈f  and we can 
write that 
  =>ϕ<=>>+ϕ<δ<=>ϕ∗δ< )(),()(),(),]([,][ ttfuttfuf   (1) 
             D∈ϕ>ϕδ∗<=>>+ϕδ<<= ,],[)(),]([),( fututf  

12.12 It is said that a linear subspace U  of 'D  is a convolution algebra (of distributions) if 
it has the next properties: 
 a) U∈δ][  
 b) the convolution product of two or several distributions from U  is defined and it 
belongs to U . The convolution product is associative and commutative. 

12.13 Examples of convolution algebras. 
 a) ]}[,0{ δ  is the simplest convolution algebra, where 0 is the null distribution. 

 b) }][,,][,][,,],[,0{ +−+−+−+− δ⊕δ⊕δδ⊕δδ⊕δδ⊕δδδδ  is a convolution algebra 
that has the remarkable property that it contains a distribution f  together with the 

distributions −f  and +f . This fact is also true at the next example. 
 c) Let R⊂KJI ,,  finite sets (inferiorly finite, superiorly finite sets). The space of the 
distributions of the form 

][][][ +

∈

−

∈∈
δΞ⊕δΞ⊕δΞ k

Kk
j

Jj
i

Ii
 

is a convolution algebra. 

12.14 Proposition Let the convolution algebra U . The next statements are true: 
 a)       )()()( hfgfhgf ∗⊕∗=⊕∗     (1) 

 b) If U∈+− ff , , then U∈∗∗∗ −−− )(,, gfDgDfgfD  and the next result 
holds: 
    gDfgfDgfD −−− ∗=∗=∗ )(     (2) 
 At a), b) the distributions hgf ,,  belong to U . 

Proof b) The fact that U∈∗∗∗ −−−−− )(,,,, gfDgDfgfDgDfD  is obvious. We have: 

   =>ϕ∗<⊕>ϕ∗<=>ϕ∗< ε

>ε
→ε

− ,lim,),(

0
0

gfgfgfD   (3) 

   >ϕ∗<=>ψ<=>ψ<⊕>ψ<= −−
ε

>ε
→ε

,,,lim,

0
0

gfDfDff  

where D∈ϕ  and Diff∈ψ  is given by 12.1 (1). 
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